Copy of an actual inspection on a historic home circa 1850’s
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PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This report describes condition concerns observed during an onsite inspection. For more
information on observed conditions in this report please call me as soon as possible after receiving
this report. You will receive a final copy of your report on CD in a few days. Please refer to the
Wisconsin’s “Standards and Practices” for definition of the purpose and scope of a home inspection.
This report is property of Dedicated home Services and the Client named above. No other parties
are privileged to, or can rely on the information in this report in whole or in part.
This inspection report and its contents are bound by the terms agreed upon in the
“Inspection Agreement” signed prior to the onsite report. The delivery of this report fulfills all the
requirements and terms detailed in the agreement.
The inspector is not required to test or evaluate certain items. These excluded items are
detailed by Wisconsin Dept. of Regulations and Licensing, “Standards and Practices”.
I strive to report on and detail as many concerns in the onsite inspection and the written
report. I am of course human. I cannot see thru walls or report on problems that are hidden
concealed or considered to be latent defects. I may also mention certain items during the onsite
inspection but fail to revisit them in the written report. I am also subject to simple clerical error. I
reserve the right to re-inspect and or offer addendums to this report if necessary.
I take an average of 100 photos on each inspection. These photos are to both document and
reference areas of concern and general circumstances observed during the inspection. I include
several of these photos within the report at lower quality to illustrate an area of concern. The
additional photos are contained in their original high resolution quality on the CD you will receive.
These photos may contain additional examples of what is explained or show with more clarity. If you
have any questions about a photo please call for clarification.
Please read the report and refer to the publications I provide for additional information

GENERAL COMMENTS
1. The home was built in the 1850’s approximately. Due to its age and construction methods of the
times there are many aspects of the home that are not up to today’s standards in construction
and safety. In general the home is in need of numerous repairs and updates. The home has had
many repairs and remodeling done recently and much of it was done poorly, improperly, and will
need to be redone. The workmanship was poor and had numerous defects that indicate amateur
work and lack of proper permits. Since the improvements were done so poorly and many of
them will need to be repaired or reconstructed I feel that they are of little value. I took over 400
photos of this property and most are of defects that need repair. I will only be able to use a
small percentage in this report to illustrate the concern but other examples of similar conditions
exist and the report is to give a general condition and not a punch list for repairs. The home has
many areas that are not finished, safe, or habitable for various reasons. The home will need
major remodeling and restoration to restore its original style. I urge you to get estimates for
repairs prior to purchase and to complete the majority of the work prior to occupancy. Please
read the recommendations carefully and please call for further clarification if necessary. I can
explain some options for repairs or upgrades but methods vary greatly so I recommend
researching options and hiring qualified contractors to complete the work. Please acquire permits
for repairs. This ensures the best safety practices and documents the work for future reference.
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EXTERIOR
Building Exterior
Siding Material:
Wall Trim:

Misc. wood and fiber board
Wood

Windows and Doors
Window type:
Material:
Door Type:
Material:

Single pane Double hung
Wood vinyl
Wood panel
Wood

Eaves, Soffits, and Fascias
Type:
Material:

Unvented
Wood

Driveway and sidewalks
Driveway Material:
Sidewalk Material:
Flatwork Material:

Gravel
Brick
NA

Exterior Comments
1. The siding was in need of repair and replacement in several areas. Other portions have been
replaced and installed poorly. The home had numerous holes in the exterior façade that will
allow water to penetrate, rodents, and heat loss to occur. The entire exterior will need to
have repairs to fix these problems in the photo examples below. The condition of the exterior
is in such poor condition it may warrant complete removal of the siding and repair to many
areas of trim. The fiber siding on the rear of the home was installed improperly and since the
siding had several edges that were exposed and subject to water damage I recommend
replacing this in conjunction with the rest of the siding with a higher quality material installed
properly.
2. The porches were in need of extensive repair. The photo examples of the porch to the North
West will need replacement of the majority of the structure. The framing and floor was
deteriorated and framed poorly, the structure was settling and pulling away from the home.
The steps were damaged and the railing unsafe. The columns were deteriorated and the
foundation for the outer edge was failing.
3. The south porch was rebuilt in a deck style and poorly constructed. The railings are
improperly attached and loose. They will likely fail if leaned on. The top step was an irregular
size and poses a trip hazard. The ledger attachment lacked proper flashing. The corner of the
porch roof lacks column support. This will need to have a support added.
4. The north deck entrance had similar concerns as the other deck recently constructed. It was
missing a railing and had an irregular top step. One leg appears to be out of plumb.
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Porch deteriorated

Old openings, misc. siding damage

Dry rot and deterioration of beams

Structural movement, window out of square
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This area badly damaged around lower wall, beam
replaced poorly

Large gaps, temporary patches, improper beam
replacement

Large openings, wood rot, improper beam

Large openings, wood rot, improper beam support
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Large openings, wood rot, improper beam

Misc. siding, needs replacement, finishing

Subject to water damage

Poor workmanship

Rotten beam

Poor workmanship, improper
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Porch roof needs support

Deteriorated beams and trim

Example of window sill and trim condition

Example of siding condition, peeling paint, loose

Concrete step cracked

Porch floor needs repair, irregular boards
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Loose deteriorated railings

Structural failure of column and support pier

Improper and failing framing and support piers

Irregular steps make trip hazards

Improper railing and post attachment, loose

Large holes and deteriorated siding
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Missing railing on end

Missing trim, holes into wall cavity, caulk from
second layer of siding

holes into wall cavity, deteriorated wood trim

Missing trim, holes into wall cavity
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LANDSCAPE AND SITE DRAINAGE
Slope and Drainage
Direction of Lot Slope:
Downspouts Drain:
Swales/Ditches:
Retaining walls:

Relatively flat around the home
Onto grade
NA
NA

Landscape Comments
1. Landscaping and lot topography can have a significant impact on the building structure. It is
important that surface runoff water is adequately diverted away from the building,
especially in areas that have expansive soil characteristics. Low spots or depressions in the
topography can result in ponding water that may exert hydrostatic pressure against the
foundation. This pressure can cause a variety of effects on the building. A similar impact
can result from tree roots growing against the foundation and causing cracking or
movement of the structure. It is a standard recommendation that the lot grading slopes
away from the building. Grading should fall a minimum of one inch every foot for a distance
of six feet around the perimeter of the building. It is also important that tree branches are
not permitted to overhang the roof and that all landscaping is kept well pruned and not
permitted to grow up against any part of the building. This will help prevent the
development of pest and insect problems.
2. Several low spots and reverse slopes were noted around the perimeter of the foundation.
The surface grade is very important and often responsible for water damage and infiltration
in basements. I noted significant signs of water seepage in the basement that I feel are
probably caused by poor drainage around the home. I recommend re-grading around the
foundation and extending all downspouts as far as possible to divert water.
3. The gutters of this home all need to be replaced.
4. The type of foundation is a very porous type and will always be damp or have seepage into
basement. Minor excavation around perimeter is needed to check the condition below
grade. I expect it will need some tuck pointing, and then re-grade the surface to divert
water away. Do this in conjunction with the repairs to the perimeter beam and other the
other repairs to the foundation described in the structural section.
5. The general condition of the entire property was in need of some major excavation and
cleanup. The yard has a barn that is falling down and is a liability and great risk for personal
injury. The rest of the yard had numerous old foundations and other junk piles. All of these
concerns should be cleaned up to reduce insurance costs and risk of injury. Many
excavation companies can provide this service. Some of the debris will need to be placed in
dumpsters and properly disposed of and some of the inorganic foundation material could be
buried on property if allowed by the municipality.
6. I noted some possible oil and other environmental hazardous materials onsite that appear
to have been dumped or leaking. Some appear to be recent and this was also a common
practice on rural farms for decades. There are environmental concerns for ground water and
soil contaminations on sites like this. While cleaning up the farm site examine the area
carefully and consult an environmental soil testing service to determine if the soil is
contaminated. Usually the soil can be excavated and hauled away to appropriate landfills if
it is detected.
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Low areas around foundation

Declining weak trees should be removed

Replace all gutters

Possible soil contamination from oil products
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ROOF SYSTEM
Roof Covering
Roof Inspected:
Roofing Materials:
Estimated life:

Walked on surface
Composite fiberglass asphalt shingle
Ask seller for records, roof appears to be 5 yrs

Flashing
Flashing Type:
Flashing Locations:

Galvanized
Drip edge, misc. flashing

Chimneys
Chimneys Type:
Flue type:
Flashing:

Brick
Clay lined
Step and counter

Gutters and
Downspouts
Type:

Misc., need replacement

Skylights
Type:
Location:
Flashing:

NA
Na
Na

Other Penetrations
Type:
Location:

Plumbing vent
Upper main

Roof Ventilation
Type:
Location:

None
Na

Attic
Access Locations:
Observation:
Insulation Type:
Insulation Measure:
Approximate R-Value:
Ventilation Type:

Ladder in closet, holes in walls to lower portion
Entered partially
Blown in cellulose
Irregular 6”
R 19
None
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Roof Comments
1. The roof appears to have been re-roofed in the last 5 plus years. The roof was extremely
wavy and uneven. The home has a layer of cedar shakes, then 2 layers of asphalt. The layers
of roofing under the top layer are most likely deteriorated and causing most of the visible
surface waviness. The multiple layers are extremely heavy and likely trap moisture between
layers. When the layers are in this condition it always shortens the life of the new roof
covering significantly. Because of this the roof will need to be replaced in the next 5 years or
less. The roof layers will need to be removed and disposed of which add to the costs of
replacement. The flashing in several areas was reused. The flashing is rusted and damaged. I
noted the visible flashing was not properly installed and could leak. There were a few spots
covered with tar. A properly installed roof with good flashing techniques would never need
tar to prevent leaks. Since the roof is newer I suspect leakage has occurred in these areas
and they should be monitored for future leaks.
2. The gutters were all in need of replacement. The drip edge and fascia board trim was not
flashed to properly direct water into gutter. Water can leak under fascia trim and cause wood
to rot.
3. The flashings at the wall to roof intersections were not proper. This area typically needs to
have step flashing integrated with the shingles and a counter flashing provided. The siding
touches the roof and the flashing detail is not visible. If this area is not properly flashed it
could be a source for leakage. Signs of leakage were visible, monitor area and seek advice of
qualified roofer. The contact of siding and shingles will cause wood rot of the siding.
4. The chimneys were in need of repair. The main chimney serving the basement wood furnace
was in use and needs repair. The brick needs tuck-pointing and the flashing was not properly
installed. Tar was used in suspect areas. Signs of leakage were noted inside the attic. The
staining may have been from past leaks but the area is prone to future leaks unless the
flashing is repaired. The chimney lacked a cap. This prevents rain and foreign object like
vermin from entering the chimney. The interior of the clay flue was badly deteriorated and
the cleanout in the basement had debris. I feel that the furnace in the basement needs more
repairs than is practical and the furnace should be abandoned. I regularly suggest that it is
often better to remove the chimney rather than repair. Removal below the roof line and
repair to the roof eliminates one of the most common sources of leakage.
5. The chimney near the entrance was so bad it should be removed.
6. The wood stove with a steel and stainless chimney needed some minor repairs. The
installation was poor and I have some concerns about the transition through the ceiling and
the roof. This chimney should be cleaned and inspected by a qualified professional chimney
sweep prior to use.
7. The insulation was minimal and irregular in the attic consider adding additional insulation to
achieve R38 at minimum. The ventilation was of the attic areas was not present. Ventilation
is critical for the longevity of the roof covering, sheathing, insulation, and the attic framing.
When moisture and heated interior air is allowed to enter the attic it becomes trapped and
condenses under the roof. This can cause numerous problems and significantly shorten the
life of the roof system. The lack of ventilation also causes excessive heat in attics and this
also shortens the life of the shingles. There were several sources of air leakage into the attic
space from the interior that need to be sealed and insulated like the closet door access and
the other temporary access hatches cut into the walls. The plumbing was vented into the
attic which introduces moisture and methane gas which can be explosive. Since the closet
leading to the attic area needs to be sealed better and the insulation and ventilation is
deficient I recommend seeking advice from a insulating and ventilating contractor for advice
on a comprehensive approach to increasing the performance and efficiency of the attic space.
8. The general condition of the homes energy efficiency is extremely poor. The home had so
many openings and judging by the size of furnace, propane tank, and numerous
supplemental heat sources, the heating cost will be extremely high. Please check with the
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propane supplier about last years energy cost and find out from the seller about how the
supplemental wood heating was used etc. to determine the cost of heating.

Remove damaged unused chimney

Repair will be needed at roof line

gutters need replacement

Improper wall to roof intersection
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Damaged gutters

Low area, rafters need repair in attic

Failed flashings

Needs tuck pointing, no cap

Improper flashing

Improper wall flashings, ridge sagged
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Uneven surfaces

Depressions approximately 3”

Improper flashings, trim deterioration

Improper flashings, poor installation
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Attic access unsafe, not weather sealed or
insulated

Signs of wood deterioration and past or active
leakage near chimney

Rafters over kitchen need repair

Large pile of brick above laundry.
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STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
Foundation
Type:

Field stone

Floor Structure
Floor framing:
Sheathing:

2x10 16” O.C.
Wood board

Wall Structure
Wall framing:
Sheathing:

2x4” rough sawn
Not visible

Columns and Supports
Material:
Location:

Wood beams and posts
Center support in basement

Comments:
1. The perimeter beams had dry rot noted in numerous locations. Some attempts have been
made to repair some locations and the method of repair was improper and will need to be
redone. The beams will need to be exposed and repaired systematically and some masonry
repair will be needed. This is not uncommon but finding a qualified carpenter and mason to
make repairs properly and tying the old framing and the new lumber and masonry together
can be difficult. It must be done in sections and then the siding repaired and flashed to
reduce chance of this in the future. Since there were so many holes in the perimeter base I
suspect this condition will be around a large portion of the exterior.
2. The field stone foundation was in fair condition. This type of foundation is considered very
porous and will always have moisture problems in the basement. The mortar between the
stones is a lime based mortar and it is very soft. It is not uncommon for the mortar to be
chalky and deteriorated. A mason should remove loose mortar on ht interior and replace it
with a similar type of mortar. The use of Portland based mortar is not recommended because
it can be too hard and pop out of shallow joints. I noted the need for repair in various
locations around the foundation. Have a mason check the exterior below grade in a few spots
and then recommend repairs as needed.
3. There were several cut framing members in the basement. These were located near heating
ducts or other modifications. They will need to be boxed off by adding additional cross
members and doubling adjacent joists. In general the joist to beam connections of this era
uses a half lap mortise joint. The strength of this connection is poor and some minor cracks
were noted where visible. The ceiling in the basement should be removed and then joist
hanger brackets added to prevent failure of connections.
4. Any wood framing members in contact with masonry is subject to rot. The joist ends and
other wood supports like beams and posts had some deterioration. Most didn’t appear to be
significant but much was not visible. Check all contact points carefully and repair as needed.
5. The rafters in the attic space above the kitchen need repair. The roof line was sagging and at
least two rafters appear to be damaged. There were some additional concerns in the attics of
other portions noted. The framing in general is not up to today’s standards and I commonly
find the use of very few nails because of the cost in the era. The roof framing should be
examined carefully and the connections re-nailed while re-roofing in the future. The attic
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would also benefit from use of collar ties. Removal of the excess roofing will reduce strain on
the framing also.
6. The crawl space center support beam was improper. It lacked proper posts, footing,
fastening, and generally was in poor condition.
7. The bathroom vent pipe was cut into the joist improperly. This has significantly reduced the
strength of the floor joists and will need to be repaired.
8. The home had uneven floors and some significant slope in the floors. These are all related to
the afore mentioned foundation and structural movement. The home has likely sagged in
several areas and then remodeling and alteration over many decades make them less
noticeable. While proper support is needed to reduce future settlement and movement of the
structure lifting or leveling can cause additional damage to trim and other interior surfaces.
Use of temporary supports and jacks can accomplish this slowly to reduce this but is the
interior is going to be remodeled I recommend doing it properly prior to any interior
improvements.

Improper beam and masonry repair

Rotten perimeter beams

Wood support posts in damp location contact

Lapped joist and beam connections
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Crawl space span support improper

Cut joist, example of one of several

Improper drilling of joists

Damaged rafter

Damaged rafters above kitchen

Needs more collar ties
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BASEMENT AND CRAWLSPACE
Type:
Ventilation:
Access:
Wall coverings:
Floor coverings:
Drainage:

Full/ unfinished/ crawl
Na
Stairs from interior/ exterior
Unfinished
Concrete/ dirt
Yes floor drain near furnace

Basement Comments:
1. The basement appears to have an ongoing moisture problem. The source appears to be from
poor landscape surface drainage and the type of foundation. Water and signs of past seepage
was noted around the entire perimeter. The presence of mold is often found in this type of
area. Removal of organic material like the rotten wood, solving the water infiltration problem,
and clean up of any mold, will usually reduce or eliminate substantial mold growth. Mold can
be a health risk to some individual in the right situation. See EPA recommendations for mold.
Use dehumidifiers and seal up air leaks to reduce condensation on cold surfaces.
2. The floors in several areas and the crawlspace were dirt. This can be a source of a significant
amount of moisture and possibly radon gas. The remaining floors were in poor condition and
likely very thin. Pouring a new concrete floor with insulation and vapor barrier will reduce the
amount of moisture in the home. The home is currently very loose and has many air leaks.
This allows heat and moisture to escape easily but as the home is improved and sealed up
the moisture will become more of a problem.
3. The basement windows were in poor condition and repair. These types of windows are
inefficient and seal poorly.
4. The basement stairs lack hand rail to prevent falls.
5. Several holes were noted between basement and main floor. If a fire were to originate in
basement the fire would be drawn up these cavities and spread rapidly. After repairs have
been made to plumbing and electrical, cover these holes with fire resistant materials.
6. There was a partition brick wall in the basement that appears to be partially loading bearing
and severely deteriorated. The wall and support will need repair.
7. The crawl space had some improperly installed insulation in the floor near the laundry. There
was heat tape around some piping and this is just another indicator of the poor energy
efficiency and number of air leaks etc.
8. There is a large cistern under the kitchen. This was used as a water storage tank decades
ago and is not in use but not properly abandoned. It is cylindrical and approximately 12 feet
in diameter and 12 feet deep. Since the cistern is not in use ideally it should be filled to
reduce chance of collapse of walls. The proximity of the cistern to the foundation walls is
close and the condition of the structure was not examined adequate due to restricted access.
If the tank walls were to fail it could have a significant impact on the foundation. The cover
should be secured.
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Needs railings

Deteriorated wall

Damp dirt floor

Deteriorated windows
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Damp dirt floors

Partition wall deteriorated

Mortar and skim coat plaster failing

Poorly filled opening, additional masonry work
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Deteriorated mortar, piles of sand and white wash

Improper and failing insulation, vapor barrier
wrong side.

Cistern opening, board cover loose

Mud at bottom???
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PLUMBING SYSTEM
Drain, Waste, and Venting
Drain Material:
Septic type:
Cleanout:

Cast iron, galvanized, and PVC
Private
Yes

Water supply
Supply material:
Source:
Main shut off:
Storage Tank:

Copper supply, galvanized and copper distribution
Private well
Yes
Yes

Fuel
Supply material:
Source:
Main shut off:
Storage:

Soft copper
Propane tank
Yes at tank
Large propane tank in yard

Hot Water Heater
Type:
Energy source:
Capacity:
Venting:
Approx. Age:

Insulated Tank
Electric
40 Gallons
Na
1982?

Sump Pump
Type:
Tested:

Na
Na

Plumbing Comments:
1. The homes plumbing system has been modified and repaired improperly. The routing and
configuration of most of the supply pipes and DVW pipes was improper or poorly designed.
Over the years many alterations and repairs have been made that are not up to current
standards. The work was amateur and since so many problems exist replacement of portions
or the entire plumbing system is warranted. Oftentimes leaks can result in damage to the
building and contents that result in tremendous cost for replacement that could have been
avoided. Since there were so many defects and concerns I recommend the entire system be
repaired or replaced upon further evaluation by a qualified plumber.
2. The home has a private well and septic. These are not part of a normal home inspection and
will need separate inspections. Even though the well and septic were not inspected I noted
the age and type of the systems are types that are often problematic and often in need of
replacement. I strongly suggest having these systems inspected and water quality tested as
a strong odor was noted from the water.
3. The water piping to the kitchen was subject to damage and routed through the cabinets.
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4. The entire laundry area was poorly constructed and designed. The sink was plugged and the
routing of all pipes was improper. Have this are reconstructed by a qualified contractor.
5. The water softener was not tested or inspected but the installation was not proper. The
control head had small leaks and the drains were improper and could contaminate the water
supply.
6. The sewer was vented into the attic which introduces moisture and methane gas which can
be explosive.
7. All of the bathrooms, kitchen, and laundry had need for repair.
8. The water heater has exceeded its life expectancy and will likely need to be replaced. The
related piping was poorly deigned and should also be replaced. The water had a significant
odor that could be from the well or sacrificial anode in the water heater.

Septic cover

Well head cover needs replacement

Kitchen piping poor and deteriorated
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Improper piping and subject to damage

Poor connection and appears to leak

Corroded supply line

Corroded water main and improper well
connections and controls
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Improper in every way

Unfinished , no drain

s-trap improper

Open vent in attic
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Service Entry
Drop Type:
Entry Conductor:
Voltage/Amperage:
Meter Location:
Ground Conductor:
Ground Location:

Overhead to poll, underground to house
Copper
220v 200amp
On pole in yard
Copper
Near meter

Main Disconnect
Type:
Amperage Rating:
Location:

Breaker on pole
200amp
Pole in yard

Main Panel
Location:
Panel Style:
Amperage Rating:
Voltage Rating:

Basement
Breaker
200 amp
220v

Distribution Wiring
Wiring Type:

Conduit, Romex

Sub Panel
Location:
Amperage Rating:

Old panel near new panel
100

Smoke Alarm Detectors
Smoke Alarms: No
Carbon monoxide: No
Ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCI)
Required Location:
Found Locations:

Kitchen, Bathrooms, Basement, Laundry, Garage, Exterior, moist areas
Kitchen, bathroom

Electrical system Comments
1. The 200 amp panel and service drop were newer and overall in good repair. The panel looks
professional but then all the circuits installed in it are improper. The original service panels
and fused disconnect located adjacent to the new panel should all be removed. The homes
branch wiring is unsafe and in need of repair. I normally list individual defects found but
this home had numerous deficiencies noted repeatedly. A few of the examples are in the
photos below. While many new circuits were added to the new panel and thought the home
they all had some notable problems and were generally improper in some way. Since I
found so many visible defects that could lead to shock or fire I recommend the entire
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branch wiring system be evaluated by an electrician. I would insist on every connection and
line be traced and either repaired or replaced as needed.
2. I noted lack of ground at receptacles in numerous locations. This is a risk of electrical shock
and potentially damaging to some electrical devices.
3. Reversed polarity outlets were detected in several locations. Reversed polarity is a
life/safety hazard. It means that any appliance plugged into an outlet with reversed polarity
has power passing through the device before reaching the on/off switch. Under certain
conditions, anyone touching a device with reversed polarity can inadvertently provide a
ground path for current and be electrocuted. I recommend immediate correction by an
electrician. And, until this is corrected, I don’t recommend plugging any device into any
effected receptacle.
4. The home had older style 2 prong outlets in most rooms. This is not acceptable for the
modern household. Besides being inconvenient, it is a safety hazard. These receptacles
lack a ground which is used to protect users from shock.
5. The water pipes, gas pipes, and duct work lack proper electrical bonding to ground. This is
done by using a wire to connect the metal components to a good ground whenever isolated
by a non-conductive union. The water heater would be a place where the pipes should be
bonded to ground. Ask and electrician to verify and install proper bonding.
6. Smoke detectors, I recommend adding smoke detectors to every living space in the house
and on ever floor. The current standard is to have a smoke detector in every bedroom and
in other common areas as well as one on every floor including the basement. They should
all be hardwired with battery backups and interconnected so if one goes off they all alarm.
This can be difficult to retrofit into homes but well worth it. At minimum install battery
smoke detectors as recommended and test them regularly.
7. I always recommend addition of carbon monoxide detectors be placed near furnace and
other fossil fuel burning appliances and near living and sleeping areas. Carbon monoxide is
a by product of combustion of fossil fuels. It is normally vented out of the structure via the
chimney etc. but if the system fails it can cause severe illness or death to the occupant of
the home.
8. I always recommend outlets located in moist areas be changed to GFCI type. They are
require in Kitchen, Bathrooms, Basement, Laundry, Garage, Exterior, and moist areas. They
are a relatively inexpensive safety feature meant to disconnect power with the slightest
current drain in milliseconds. If they are already installed I recommend periodic testing as it
is common that a small percentage of these devices fail with time.
9. Another similar safety upgrade would be the use of AFCI protected circuits. These are
similar to GFCI outlets but protect against an arc from an electrical short that can cause
fires. AFCI or Arc Fault Circuit Interrupters are now required in new construction in all
bedrooms.
10. Due to the numerous electrical concerns I feel the entire branch wiring system should be
repaired or replaced prior to occupancy for risk of fire and shock.
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Old panel, improperly used as sub panel, over
fused fire hazards

Exposed wires

Amateur wire routing, not secured

Mess of improper wiring
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All wrong

Wood furnace wires unsafe

Unsecured wires routed along pipes, temporary
extension cords supply power

Ungrounded well power
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Unsafe connections on well

Unsecured wires

Outlet on ground, needs GFCI

All wrong
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Wires pulled and on sharp metal edges, shock or
fire risk

Improper 220 Volt receptacle

All wrong and needs removal

Old panel unsafe in everyway
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Unsafe in everyway

Amateur wiring in new panel, all circuits over
fused or improper

100 amp breaker serving old panel and wires
rated for only 30 amps. Fire potential

Improper wiring and closet fire hazard
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Example of unfinished and old wiring

Unfinished, reversed polarity
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HEATING SYSTEM
Heating Systems
Type of Heating System:
Heating System Location:
Venting:
Ducting, Supply Air:
Ducting, Return Air:
Controls:
Fuel Source, Location:
Fuel Piping:

Natural gas forced air
Basement
Direct vent PVC
Galvanized metal
Galvanized metal
Thermostat
Propane tank in yard
Soft copper

Furnace
Make:
Model:
BTU:
Serial:
Approximate age:
Last Service Date:
Filtration:

Heil
NUGM124EKB1
125,000
L9608 120H
1996
No record
Fiber media

Heating system Comments
1. The furnace operated as normal but took an extended amount of time to fire initially. The
air intake uses basement air and is prone to becoming more dirty than if vent to the
exterior. I recommend having the furnace fully tested by a HVAC technician prior to close of
escrow. A technician can disassemble and test using specialized tools and methods to
determine if the furnace is operating safely. The furnace should also be cleaned and
serviced at this time and then serviced regularly.
2. The general condition of the ductwork was poor. The home relies on primarily natural heat
rise for heating the second floor. The size and placements of ducting was not balanced well
and the condition of the ductwork will need repair. Several ducts were loose, unsupported
and poorly configured. The home will likely experience cold areas and be very inefficient
and uncomfortable unless the system is redesigned and ductwork routed to each room. The
connection to the wood fired furnace is not proper. The ductwork ideally should have special
dampers or separations to operate properly. This can cause damage to the sensitive gas
furnace and should be reinstalled properly or removed.
3. The general condition of the homes energy efficiency is extremely poor. The home had so
many openings and judging by the size of furnace, propane tank, and numerous
supplemental heat sources, the heating cost will be extremely high. Please check with the
propane supplier about last years energy cost and find out from the seller about how the
supplemental wood heating was used etc. to determine the cost of heating.
4. The propane gas line was not secured or supported and will need to be routed to prevent
damage and risk of fire or explosion.
5. Possible asbestos containing material was found on the heat ducts. This material was often
used as a heat barrier and insulation. The material often contains some amount of asbestos.
Testing would need to be done to determine the presence of asbestos. Please see the
recommendations on asbestos at www.epa.gov/asbestos generally it is recommended that
the material is not disturbed. In this case the material is in poor condition and has been
damaged in many areas. There are also several pieces on the floor of the basement.
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Removal of this material requires special handling measures to reduce chance of
contamination.

Propane line not secured and subject to damage

Combustion air intake

Improper connection to wood furnace

Disconnected duct
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Opening in ducts

Possible asbestos, damaged condition

Possible asbestos, damaged condition
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INTERIOR LIVING SPACE
General interior comments
1. Minor cosmetic flaws are not reported or inspected.
2. The general condition of all interior components was deteriorated and in need of some
updating. The walls and ceilings were cracked. The floor coverings were worn and
deteriorated.
3. The home had some cracks in the plaster walls and ceilings noted in several locations. These
appear to be insignificant and are typical of a home of this age. The framing in a home of this
age is often not constructed with the same standards applied today. It is not uncommon to
have some structural movement. Repair and monitor cracks as necessary.
4. I recommend additional smoke and carbon monoxide detectors be placed in each room.
5. The closets have open bulb fixtures. This can be a fire hazard. Replace fixtures with
florescent covered fixtures.
6. Additional photos and examples of minor condition concerns were noted and taken of the
home interior but excluded from the report in attempts to keep the report a reasonable
length. Over 200 photos were taken.

Many examples of unfinished trim work

Numerous water stains noted
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Poorly installed doors and windows with large
gaps

Original plaster molding have some damage

Loose trim and burn on floor

Example of typical cracks
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Example of cracks

Old, unsafe light fixtures

Unfinished openings, heat loss

Missing trim on many windows

Steep steps and loose railings and balusters

Doors out of square and sticking
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Opening into attic area

Multiple layers of wall structure

Many improper or inoperative outlets throughout

Attic access and missing unfinished areas

Unfinished
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Kitchen
Wall covering:
Floor covering:
Ceiling covering:
Countertops:
Cabinetry:
Plumbing fixture:
Heat source:
Ventilation:
Lighting:
GFCIs:
Smoke alarm:

Painted plaster, wood
Linoleum
Painted plaster
Laminate
Wood
SS steel
Noted
Windows
General
Yes
No

Kitchen Comments:
1. The kitchen was overall in poor condition. The floors were sloped and the cabinetry was
poor. The condition would in most cases not meet the expectations of a modern household
for reasons of safety, convenience, and sanitation. Some remodeling is likely needed to
bring the kitchen up to modern standards.
2. The kitchen cabinets were worn and poorly constructed. The water pipes are routed through
the cabinets and subject to damage. The sink base cabinet and related plumbing and the
cabinet base was damaged. The floor will likely have rot from long-term leakage. The
plumbing appears to be actively leaking.

Floors out of level

Cabinet is damaged, pipes improper and leaking
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Unsafe electrical, poor construction of cabinets

Poor installation of door and trim

Bedroom1 - 4
Wall Coverings: Plaster and drywall
Floor Coverings: Carpet, wood
Ceiling Covering: Acoustical tile, plaster
Doors: Wood panel
Windows: double hung
Smoke Alarm: No
Heat Source: No
Bedroom1Comments:
1. See general interior comments above.

Room Interior - living and dinning rm
Wall Coverings: Painted plaster
Floor Coverings: wood
Ceiling Covering: Plaster
Doors: Wood
Windows: double hung
Smoke Alarm: No
Heat Source: Noted
Comments:
1. See general comments.
2. No additional concerns noted.
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BATHROOMS AND LAUNDRY
Bathrooms
Number of Bathrooms:

2 (sort of)

Bathroom 1
Location: 1st floor
Ventilation: Na
Wall covering: Na
Floor covering: Tile
GFCIs: No
Shower material:
Tub Material:
Sink and counter:
Heat source:
Bathroom 1 Comments:
1. The bathroom is under construction and not operational. The work is almost all poor or
improper and should not progress. The tile floor was very uneven and so poorly installed it
should be removed. The walls and ceiling were also damaged and the plaster in poor
condition. There were open areas near window that need structural repair and the plumbing
DWV pipes in the ceiling compromised the floor joists.
2. The placement of the light switch and outlets in the tub area is dangerous. The outlets
lacked grounds and polarity was reversed. Rewire and add GFCI protection.

Toilet is loose

Light and outlets in tub area improper
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Joist drilled improperly, poor routing

Tile floor uneven, raised edges

Open to exterior, hole, rot, structural connection

Plaster poor condition

Bathroom 2
Location: 2nd floor
Ventilation: None
Wall covering: Plaster
Floor covering: Linoleum
GFCI’s: Yes
Shower material: Fiberglass, glass surround
Tub Material: NA
Sink and counter: 1pc top wood cab
Heat source: No
Bathroom 2 Comments:
1. The toilet was slightly loose at the base. The shower stall had some suspect caulk joints and
evidence of leakage along one side. The shower head and mirror leaked.
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Signs of leakage

Leaking

Laundry Area
Location: 1st floor
Ventilation: Na
Wall covering: Drywall, wood
Floor covering: Linoleum
GFCIs: No
Sink and counter: Plastic tub
Heat source: No
Laundry Comments:
1. The entire laundry area was poorly constructed and designed. The sink was plugged and the
routing of all pipes was improper. Have this are reconstructed by a qualified contractor.

Poor design, unfinished

Loose wiring
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Clogged drain

Poor pipe and wire location and routing

FIREPLACES AND SOLID FUEL BURNING APPLIANCES
Fireplace Type: Wood fired hot air furnace
Location: Basement
Fuel Type: Wood
Air supply: Interior air
Exhaust Venting: Conventional chimney (see Roof/Chimney section)
Fireplace Comments
1. The wood furnace in the basement was poorly installed and deteriorated. The chimney had
several concerns. The ductwork connections were improper and the wiring was dangerous.
For several reasons I recommend not using this furnace without some repairs and
improvement to the unit and the chimney. The chimney will need to be completely cleaned
and inspected. I would recommend the furnace be abandoned and replaced with a newer
safer model if desired to utilize wood heat.
2. The pellet furnace was not inspected fully. The furnace had some installation problems with
venting that posed a fire hazard. Please see manufactures installation instructions and
consider relocating the furnace. The vent appears to be too close to windows and doors and
could start a fire because of location under porch roof etc. this could be a burn hazard for
occupants etc.
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Improper pellet stove vent

Deteriorated improper installed wood furnace

Improper ducting connections

Unsafe wiring

Wiring unsafe, chimney condition poor

Interior damage to fire box
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Fireplace Type: Catalytic stove
Location: Living room
Fuel Type: Wood
Air supply: Interior air
Exhaust Venting: Metal pipe, and double insulated (see Roof/Chimney section)
Fireplace Comments
1. The woodstove was in need of some repairs the fire brick was deteriorated and the catalytic
converter appears to have had high heat damage and usually needs regular maintenance and
replacement. The chimney had some additional concerns noted in roof section. I recommend
having the stove repaired and cleaned etc by a qualified chimney sweep prior to use.
2. The wiring uses and extension cord and is subject to damage.

Damaged firebrick

Catalytic converter appears damaged.
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